We consider continuous-state branching (CB) processes which become extinct (i.e., hit 0) with positive probability. We characterize all the quasi-stationary distributions (QSD) for the CB-process as a stochastically monotone family indexed by a real number. We prove that the minimal element of this family is the so-called Yaglom quasi-stationary distribution, that is, the limit of one-dimensional marginals conditioned on being nonzero. Next, we consider the branching process conditioned on not being extinct in the distant future, or Q-process, defined by means of Doob h-transforms. We show that the Q-process is distributed as the initial CB-process with independent immigration, and that under the L log L condition, it has a limiting law which is the size-biased Yaglom distribution (of the 420 CB-process). More generally, we prove that for a wide class of nonnegative Markov processes absorbed at 0 with probability 1, the Yaglom distribution is always stochastically dominated by the stationary probability of the Q-process, assuming that both exist. Finally, in the diffusion case and in the stable case, the Q-process solves a SDE with a drift term that can be seen as the instantaneous immigration.
CB-process).
More generally, we prove that for a wide class of nonnegative Markov processes absorbed at 0 with probability 1, the Yaglom distribution is always stochastically dominated by the stationary probability of the Q-process, assuming that both exist. Finally, in the diffusion case and in the stable case, the Q-process solves a SDE with a drift term that can be seen as the instantaneous immigration.
Introduction
We study continuous-state branching processes (CB), which are the continuous (in time and space) analogue of Bienaymé-Galton-Watson processes (see (4; 9; 16; 19) ). In particular, a CB-process Z is a strong Markov process with nonnegative values, and 0 as absorbing state. It is characterized by the Laplace exponent ψ of a Lévy process with nonnegative jumps. CBprocesses can serve as models for population dynamics. In that setting, we will set ρ := ψ ′ (0 + ) and call −ρ the Malthusian parameter, since one has E(Z t ) = E(Z 0 ) exp(−ρt). Here special attention is given to such dynamics running over large amounts of time, in the cases when the CB-process hits 0 with probability 1, that is, those subcritical (ρ > 0) or critical (ρ = 0) CB-processes such that ∞ 1/ψ converges.
First, we study quasi-stationary distributions, that is, those probability measures ν on (0, ∞) satisfying for any Borel set A
We characterize all quasi-stationary distributions of the CB-process in the subcritical case, which form a stochastically decreasing family (ν γ ) of probabilities indexed by γ ∈ (0, ρ]. The probability ν ρ is the so-called Yaglom distribution, in the sense that
As far as processes are concerned, conditioning the population to be still extant at some fixed time t yields time-inhomogeneous kernels. We therefore aim at defining the branching process conditioned on being never extinct. Of course when Z is absorbed with probability less than 1, this conditioning can be made in the usual sense, and the game is over. But when Z hits 0 with probability 1, one can condition it to non-extinction in the sense of h-transforms (martingale changes of measure). More precisely, for any F t -measurable Θ lim s→∞ P x (Θ | Z t+s > 0) = E x Z t x e ρt , Θ .
The process thus conditioned to be never extinct is denoted Z ↑ and called Q-process as in the discrete setting (see (2) ). We also show that it is distributed as a CB-process with immigration (CBI, see (21)). Under the L log L condition, the Q-process converges in distribution and we are able to characterize its limiting law as the size-biased Yaglom distribution aforementioned. In particular, the stationary probability of the Q-process dominates stochastically the quasistationary limit of the initial process. In a side result, we prove that this holds for all nonnegative Markov processes Y absorbed at 0 with probability 1, for which the mappings x → P x (Y t > 0) are nondecreasing (for every t).
The critical case is degenerate, since then the CB-process has no QSD, but has a Q-process, which is transient. However, if σ := ψ ′′ (0 + ) < ∞, there is a relationship of the size-biasing type between the limiting distributions of the rescaled processes. First, Z t /t conditioned on being nonzero converges in distribution as t → ∞ to an exponential variable with parameter 2/σ. Second, Z
↑
In order to understand better how the immigration occurs (see also (25) ), we study the diffusion case (ψ is a quadratic polynomial) and the stable case (ψ is a power function with power α ∈ (1, 2]). In the diffusion case, there are σ > 0 and r ≤ 0 such that
where B is the standard Brownian motion, and then the Q-process Z ↑ solves
In the stable case, we prove that the CB-process Z solves the following stochastic differential equation
t− dX t , where X is a spectrally positive Lévy process with Laplace exponent ψ, and that the Q-process solves dZ
where σ is a subordinator with Laplace exponent ψ ′ independent of X, which may then be seen as the instantaneous immigration.
For related results on h-transforms of branching processes, see (1; 32) . For further applications of the Yaglom distribution, see (26) . An alternative view on the various conditionings in terms of the (planar) Bienaymé-Galton-Watson tree itself can be found in (15; 30) and is briefly discussed in Subsection 2.1. Also, see (39) for a study of Yaglom-type results for the Jirina process (branching process in discrete time and continuous-state space). More generally, a census of the works on quasi-stationary distributions is regularly updated on the website of P.K. Pollett (36) .
Finally, we want to point out that (part of) the results concerning the Q-process had been written in the author's PhD thesis (24) in 1999, but had remained unpublished. Nonempty intersection with these results, as well as other conditionings, were proved by analytical methods and published independently by Zeng-Hu Li in 2000 (29) . Because the present work takes a probabilistic approach, puts the emphasis on sample-paths, and provides a self-contained display on quasi-stationary distributions and Q-processes as well as new results (in particular, results relating these), we believe it is of independent interest. We indicate in relevant places where our results intersect.
Actually, we have to add that the CB-process conditioned to be never extinct first appeared in complete generality in (37) . This seminal paper initiated a series of papers on conditioned superprocesses, all of which focussed on continuous branching mechanism (see e.g. (10; 11; 13; 31; 40) and the references therein). In that case, the mass of the superprocess is a critical CBprocess called the Feller diffusion, or squared Bessel process of dimension 0. It is a diffusion Z satisfying the SDE dZ t = 2 √ Z t dB t . Properties of the (conditioned) Feller diffusion are studied in particular in (13; 14; 28; 35) . These references are quoted more precisely in Subsection 5.2. In the superprocess setting, other interesting conditionings can be made, and specifically, a vast literature is dedicated to conditioning on local survival at a given site (see for example (41) and the references therein).
Let us also mention a paper of Tony Pakes (33) , in which some of the problems we tackle here were considered for CB-processes which cannot hit 0, conditioning Z t by the events {Z t+s > ǫ} or {T (ǫ) > t + s}, where T (ǫ) is the last hitting time of ǫ.
The next section recalls some classical results in the Bienaymé-Galton-Watson case and reviews results concerning Lévy processes and CB-processes. At the end of these preliminaries, a useful lemma is stated and proved. In the third section, we treat the question of quasi-stationary distributions for the CB-process and in the fourth one, we introduce the Q-process and study its main properties. The last section is dedicated to some comments and results on links between the Q-process and the Yaglom distribution, as well as further results in the diffusion as well as stable cases.
Preliminaries
In the first subsection, we remind the reader of classical definitions and results in the discrete case. This will ease understanding the sequel, thanks to the numerous similarities between the discrete and continuous cases.
Classical results in the discrete case
Consider (Z n , n ≥ 0) Bienaymé-Galton-Watson (BGW) process with offspring distribution (ν(k), k ≥ 0) and associated probability generating function f , shorter called a DB(f ). We call m the mean of ν. Assume that m = f ′ (1) ≤ 1 (critical or subcritical case) and that ν(0)ν(1) = 0. It is well-known that
is then a.s. finite. First, we briefly review the results on the distribution of Z n conditional on {Z n = 0}. Early work of Kolmogorov (22) on the expectation of Z n conditional on {Z n = 0} culminated in so-called Yaglom's theorem, whose assumptions were refined in (18) and (38) . Namely, in the subcritical case, there is a probability (α k , k ≥ 1), called the Yaglom distribution, such that
and if g is its probability generating function, then
Also, provided that k≥1 (k log k)ν(k) < ∞, one has g ′ (1) < ∞ and
Second, we state without proof the results concerning the conditioning of Z on being non extinct in the distant future. They can be found in (2, pp. 56-59), although it seems that the Q-process first appeared in (17) .
• The conditional probabilities P(· | T ≥ k) converge as k → ∞ in the sense of finitedimensional distributions to an honest probability measure P ↑ . The probability P ↑ defines a new homogeneous Markov chain, denoted by Z ↑ and called Q-process. The Q-process lives in the positive integers and its n-fold transition function is given by
where P ij (n) denotes that of the initial BGW process.
• The Q-process has the following properties
(iii) In the positive-recurrent case, the Q-process has stationary measure (kα k /g ′ (1), k ≥ 1), where α is the Yaglom distribution described previously.
Next consider a BGW tree and add independently of the tree at each generation n a random number Y n of particles, where the Y i 's are i.i.d. Give to these immigrating particles independent BGW descendant trees with the same offspring distribution. Then the width process (i.e., the process of generation sizes) of the modified tree is a Markov chain called a discrete-branching process with immigration. If f and g stand for the probability generating functions of resp. the offspring distribution and Y 1 , we denote this Markov chain by DBI(f , g). It is then straightforward that
Then recalling (2) , and differentiating the last equality w.r.t. s when there is no immigration (g ≡ 1) yields
The foregoing equality shows that (Z
and thus provides a useful recursive construction for a Q-process tree, called size-biased tree :
• at each generation, a particle is marked
• give to unmarked particles independent (sub)critical BGW descendant trees with offspring distribution ν
• give to each marked particle k children with probability µ(k), where µ is the size-biased distribution of ν, that is,
and mark one of these children uniformly at random.
By construction, the width process of the tree obtained after removing the marked particles is a DBI(f , f ′ /m). This proves that the Q-process has the same law as the width process of the initial size-biased tree, which contains one infinite branch and one only, that of the marked particles. This infinite branch is usually called the spine of the tree. In continuous time models (especially in the superprocess literature), it is sometimes called the immortal particle (12) .
Actually, this spine decomposition can be proved a little bit more precisely, by conditioning the tree itself to never become extinct, instead of the width process. The general idea is as follows. First, condition the tree upon having descendance at generation k (large). The probability that two or more individuals from generation n have descendants at generation k vanishes with k, so that, with very high probability, all individuals from generation k have the same one ancestor at generation n. The spine is the set of such individuals as n varies. The size-biasing comes from the fact that each such individual is uniformly distributed among its siblings. This description was made precise in (15; 30).
As a conclusion, remember that the immigrating mechanism in the Q-process is obtained from the branching mechanism by differentiation because of this spine decomposition with size-biased offspring. We will see that this relation carries over to the continuous setting. See (8; 25) for works focusing more specifically on the spine decomposition of continuous trees.
Continuous-state branching processes and Lévy processes
A continuous-state branching process, or CB-process, is a strong Markov process (Z t ; t ≥ 0) with values in [0, ∞], 0 and ∞ being absorbing states. It is characterized by its branching mechanism function ψ and enjoys the following branching property. The sum of two independent CB(ψ) starting respectively from x and y, is a CB(ψ) starting from x + y. CB-processes can be seen as the analogue of BGW processes in continuous time and continuous state-space. Their branching mechanism function ψ is specified (4; 27) by the Lévy-Khinchin formula
where β ≥ 0 denotes the Gaussian coefficient, and Λ is a positive measure on (0, ∞) such that
Then ψ is also the Laplace exponent of a Lévy process X with no negative jumps. Throughout this paper, we will denote by P y the law of X started at y ∈ R, and by P x that of the CB-process Z started at x ≥ 0. Then for all λ, t ≥ 0,
and
where t → u t (λ) is the unique nonnegative solution of the integral equation (see e.g. (9))
For general results about CB-processes that we state and do not prove, such as the last one, we refer the reader to (4; 16; 27) . Set
A CB-process is resp. called supercritical, critical or subcritical as ρ < 0, = 0, or > 0. Since we aim at conditioning on non-extinction (in two different ways), we have to assume that Z is a critical or a subcritical CB-process (ρ ≥ 0), otherwise the conditioning would drive the paths to ∞. However, in the supercritical case, it is well-known that by conditioning Z to extinction, one recovers a subcritical CB-process. Indeed, if η = sup{λ > 0 : ψ(λ) ≤ 0} is nonzero, then ρ < 0 (supercritical case), and the CB(ψ) conditioned on its extinction is a CB(ψ ♯ ), where ψ ♯ (λ) = ψ(λ + η). As a consequence, every following statement concerning subcritical processes conditioned to survive up until generation, say n, can be applied to superprocesses conditioned to survive up until generation n, but to eventually die out.
Now we assume that X is not a subordinator, so the following equivalence holds (16)
where T is the extinction time of the CB-process
Hence we always make the assumption that
This implies in particular that the sample-paths of X and Z have infinite variation a.s.. The last two assumptions together imply that T < ∞ a.s.. Next put
The mapping φ : (0, ∞) → (0, ∞) is bijective, and we write ϕ for its inverse mapping. From (3), it is straightforward to get
Note that the branching property implies u t+s = u t • u s . Then check that, since φ(∞) = 0, one has u t (∞) = ϕ(t), and for every x, t > 0,
To avoid confusion, we define the hitting time of 0 by X as T 0
There is actually a sample-path relationship between the branching process Z and the Lévy process X stopped at T 0 , called Lamperti's transform (27) . Specifically, introduce
then for x > 0, the process Z • γ under P x has the same law as the Lévy process X started at x and stopped at T 0 .
In the same direction, we stress that the law P ↑ of X conditioned to stay positive is already well-known (6) . It is submarkovian in the subcritical case (ρ > 0), but in the critical case (ρ = 0), it is defined thanks to the following absolute continuity relationship
Moreover, 0 is then an entrance boundary for X ↑ , that is, the measures P ↑ x converge weakly as x ↓ 0 to a probability measure denoted by P ↑ 0 .
We also have to say a word on CB-processes with immigration (21; 34). Recall from the previous subsection that in discrete branching processes with immigration (DBI), the total number of immigrants up until generation n is n k=0 Y k , which is a renewal process. In the continuous setting, this role is played by a subordinator, which is characterized by its Laplace exponent, denoted by χ. Then the analogue of the DBI is denoted CBI(ψ, χ), and is a strong Markov process characterized by its Laplace transform
where u t (λ) is given by (4).
Finally, we state a technical lemma with a self-contained proof (beforehand, one part of this proof had to be found in (24) and the other one in (26) ). The first convergence stated is also mentioned in (29, Theorem 3.1).
Lemma 2.1. Assume ρ ≥ 0 and let G(λ) := exp(−ρφ(λ)). Then for any positive λ
and for any nonnegative s
When ρ > 0, the following identities are equivalent
There is a positive constant c such that ϕ(t) ∼ c exp(−ρt), as t → ∞.
In that case, the constant c is implicitly defined by
and then we have G ′ (0+) = c −1 .
Proof. The convergence of the ratios ϕ(t + s)/ϕ(t) stems from the observation that
Indeed, for any ε > 0, there is a S such that for any s > S, λ < ϕ(s) implies that f (λ) := ψ(λ) − ρλ < ελ. Next, since ψ is convex, f is nonnegative and for any s > S and t > 0,
which yields the result. From (4), we thus get
Next assume that ρ > 0. The proof of (ii)⇔(iii) was done in (16) . From a similar calculation as that of (6), we get
hence (iv)⇔(iii). Furthermore, the previous equation implies
The definition of the constant c comes from the necessary agreement between the last display and (7). This constant is well defined because the left-hand side and right-hand side of (5), as functions of c, are resp. bijective increasing and bijective decreasing from (0, ∞) to (0, ∞). Next observe that
as x → 0+, and that for any 0 < x < θ,
which yields (i)⇔(iii). When (iii) holds, letting x → 0+ and θ = c in the previous display, one gets
and the proof is complete. 2
Quasi-stationary distributions
Roughly speaking, a quasi-stationary distribution (QSD) is a subinvariant distribution for a killed or transient Markov process. In the branching process setting, a QSD ν is a probability on (0, ∞) satisfying
Then by application of the simple Markov property,
so that the extinction time T under P ν has an exponential distribution with parameter, say, γ. Then γ can be seen as the rate of mass decay of (0, ∞) under P ν . It is a natural question to characterize all the quasi-stationary probabilities associated to a given rate of mass decay γ.
Theorem 3.1. Assume ρ > 0 (subcritical case). For any γ ∈ (0, ρ] there is a unique QSD ν γ associated to the rate of mass decay γ. It is characterized by its Laplace transform
There is no QSD associated to γ > ρ.
In addition, the minimal QSD ν ρ is the so-called Yaglom distribution, in the sense that for any starting point x ≥ 0, and any Borel set A
Actually, the last conditional convergence stated is due to Z.-H. Li, see (29, Theorem 4.3) , where it is also generalized to conditionings of the type {T > t + r} instead of {T > t}.
From now on, we will denote by Υ the r.v. with distribution ν ρ . Since the Laplace transform of Υ is 1 − G, Υ is integrable iff ∞ r log r Λ(dr) < ∞, and then
where c is defined in Lemma 2.1.
Proof. There are multiple ways of proving the specific form of the QSD. The most straightforward way is the following
so that, writing t = φ(λ), one gets
Another way of getting this consists in proving that ν γ Q = −γQ + γδ 0 , where Q is the infinitesimal generator of the Feller process Z and δ 0 is the Dirac measure at 0. Taking Laplace transforms then leads to the differential equation
where χ γ stands for the Laplace transform of ν γ . Solving this equation with the boundary condition χ(0) = 1 yields the same result as given above.
where C is slowly varying at 0 + , which would yield a contradiction if γ > ρ.
Before proving that 1 − G γ/ρ is indeed a Laplace transform, we display the Yaglom distribution of Z. Observe that
so that, by Lemma 2.1,
Since G(0+) = 0, this proves indeed that 1 − G is the Laplace transform of some probability measure ν ρ on (0, ∞). It just remains to show that when γ ∈ (0, ρ), 1 − G γ/ρ is indeed the Laplace transform of some probability measure ν γ on (0, ∞). Actually this stems from the following lemma applied to G and α = γ/ρ. 2 Lemma 3.2. If 1 − g is the Laplace transform of some probability measure on (0, ∞), then so is 1 − g α , α ∈ (0, 1).
Proof. It suffices to prove that, similarly as g, the n-th derivative of g α has constant sign, equal to that of (−1) n+1 . By induction on n, it is elementary to prove that this n-th derivative is the sum of n functions f n,k , k = 1, . . . , n, where
where the sum is taken over all k-tuples of positive integers summing to n, the coefficients c n,k are nonnegative, and g (β) denotes the β-th derivative of g. Because g (β) has the sign of (−1) β+1 , and the β j 's sum to n, the sum has constant sign equal to that of (−1) n+k . Then since α < 1, the sign of f n,k is that of (−1)
It is not difficult to get a similar result as the last theorem in the critical case. Assume ρ = 0 and σ := ψ ′′ (0+) < +∞ (Z has second-order moments). Variations on the arguments of the proof of Lemma 2.1 then show that ϕ(t) ∼ 2/σt as t → ∞, and lim t→∞ u t (λ/t)/ϕ(t) = 1 1 + 2/σλ λ > 0.
Since
the following statement is proved, which displays the usual 'universal' exponential limiting distribution of the conditioned, rescaled critical process.
Theorem 3.3. Assume ρ = 0 and σ := ψ ′′ (0+) < +∞. Then
Again, this conditional convergence is due to Z.-H. Li, see (29, Theorem 5.2), where it is generalized to conditionings of the type {T > t + r} instead of {T > t}.
4 The Q-process
Existence
Recall that ρ = ψ ′ (0 + ) ≥ 0 is the negative of the Malthusian parameter of the CB-process. The next theorem states the existence in some special sense of the branching process conditioned to be never extinct, or Q-process. (i) The conditional laws P x (· | T > t) converge as t → ∞ to a limit denoted by P ↑ x , in the sense that for any t ≥ 0 and Θ ∈ F t ,
(ii) The probability measures P ↑ can be expressed as h-transforms of P based on the (P, (F t ))-
that is dP
iii) The process Z ↑ which has law P ↑ x is a CBI(ψ, χ) started at x, where χ is (the Laplace transform of a subordinator) defined by
We point out that this result is originally due to S. Roelly and A. Rouault (37) .
Proof. Recall that P x (T < t) = exp(−xϕ(t)), and, from Lemma 2.1, that lim s→∞ ϕ(s) ϕ(t + s) = e ρt , t ≥ 0.
(i) Now let x ≥ 0, s, t > 0, and Θ ∈ F t .
As a consequence of the foregoing convergence,
for any s greater than some bound chosen independently of Z t (ω). Hence by dominated convergence,
(ii) It is well-known that E x (Z t ) = xe −ρt , and the fact that D is a martingale follows from the simple Markov property.
(iii) Let us compute the Laplace transform of
Now it is easy to prove thanks to (3) , that
and then
where
To check that χ is the Laplace transform of a subordinator, differentiate the Lévy-Khinchin formula for ψ, as
and the proof is complete. 
Properties
We investigate the asymptotic properties of the Q-process Z ↑ defined in the previous subsection.
Since it is a CBI-process, criteria for convergence in distribution can readily be found in (34), but we will not need them. We remind the reader that P ↑ denotes the law of the Q-process, whereas P ↑ is that of the Lévy process conditioned to stay positive. Also recall that the Yaglom r.v. Υ displayed in Theorem 3.1 is integrable as soon as ∞ r log r Λ(dr) < ∞. Moreover, set
and let γ be its inverse. Then for x > 0, the process
(ii) If ρ > 0, the following dichotomy holds. which has the distribution of the size-biased Yaglom distribution
We point out that the conditional convergence in distribution in (i) is due to Z.-H. Li (29, Theorem 5.1).
Proof. We start with the proof of (ii). From the proof of Theorem 4.1, we have
Then since
Now by convexity of ψ,
.
Then from Lemma 2.1
In this case, for any λ > 0,
In the opposite case,
Now from Lemma 2.1 again, recall that the Yaglom r.v. Υ has Laplace transform 1 − G, where G(λ) = exp(−ρφ(λ)), and c −1 = E(Υ) is implicitly defined by
dλ.
This implies that exp
which completes the proof of (ii).
(i) For any nonnegative measurable functional F , x > 0, t ≥ 0, since γ t is a stopping time for the natural filtration of Z,
which proves the second part of the statement. As in (ii), it is still true that Z ↑ t converges in probability to +∞ as t → ∞. Hence Z ↑ is a.s. not bounded and an application of the Markov property entails that lim t→∞ C t = ∞ P ↑ -a.s. We conclude recalling that lim t→∞ X t = ∞ P ↑ -a.s.
Finally, the limiting law of Z ↑ t /t can be obtained using (8) and the calculations preceding Theorem 3.3.
2 5 More about...
The quasi-stationary distribution and the Q-process
In Theorem 4.2, we proved that, in the subcritical case (ρ > 0) when ∞ r log r Λ(dr) < ∞, the stationary probability of the Q-process (exists and) is the size-biased distribution of the Yaglom random variable Υ. Let us make three points about this result.
First, we would like to give a probabilistic interpretation of this result in terms of random trees. Consider a cell population, where each cell contains a certain (integer) number of parasites which proliferate independently and leave to each of the two daughter cells a random number of offspring, with the same law ξ. Assume that m := Eξ ∈ (0, 1). Then the number of parasites contained in a random line of descent of the cell population is a subcritical BGW-process and the overall population of parasites is a supercritical BGW-process. Then it is proved in (3) that on non-extinction of parasites,
• the fraction of infected cells of generation n containing k parasites converges in probability (as n → ∞) to the k-th mass of the Yaglom distribution Υ of the subcritical BGW-process
• the fraction of infected cells of generation n + p whose ancestor at generation n contained k parasites converges in probability (as p, and then n → ∞) to the k-th mass of the size-biased distribution of Υ.
These results are the exact analogue of the relation between the Yaglom distribution and the stationary probability of the Q-process, but can be explained more easily in the present setting: because descendances of parasites separate into disjoint lines of descent with high probability, a uniform pick in the set ∂T ⋆ of infinite lines of infected cells, roughly amounts to a size-biased pick at generation n. Indeed, if there are two infected cells at generation n, the first one containing 1 parasite and the second one containing k parasites, then the probability that a uniform line in ∂T ⋆ descends from a parasite (this makes sense because of separation) in the second cell is k times greater than its complementary (size-biasing of Υ).
Second, we want to point out that this relationship could have been proved with less knowledge on the Q-process than required the proof of the theorem. Specifically, we want to show that
By the simple Markov property, get
and then observe, thanks to Lemma 2.1, that
which, by another application of Lemma 2.1, converges as t → ∞ to cxP(Υ ∈ dx).
Third, we would like to give a more general viewpoint on this relationship. Consider any Markov process Y with values in [0, ∞) which is absorbed at 0 with probability 1, and assume it has a Yaglom distribution Υ, defined as for the CB-process. A general question is to know whether there is any kind of relationship between the asymptotic distribution of Y t conditioned on not yet being absorbed (the Yaglom distribution) and the asymptotic distribution of Y t conditioned on not being absorbed in the distant future (the stationary probability of the Q-process). Intuitively, the second conditioning is more stringent than the first one, and should thus charge more heavily the paths that stay away from 0, than the first conditioning. One would think that this elementary observation should translate mathematically into a stochastic domination (of the first distribution by the second one). This is indeed the case when Y is a CB-process, since Z ↑ ∞ is the size-biased Υ, that is, Z ↑ ∞ is absolutely continuous w.r.t. Υ with increasing Radon-Nikodym derivative (the identity), which yields the domination.
Theorem 5.1. If for any t > 0 the mapping x → P x (Y t > 0) is nondecreasing, then for any starting point x > 0, and for any t, s > 0,
Then, if there exists a Q-process Y ↑ , by letting s → ∞, Remark. By a standard coupling argument, the monotonicity condition for the probabilities x → P x (Y t > 0) is satisfied for any strong Markov process with no negative jumps.
Proof. It takes a standard application of Bayes' theorem to get that for any a, x, s, t > 0,
Next for any m ≥ 0, set X m the r.v. defined as
For any m ≤ m ′ , and u ≥ 0, check that
where f (x) := P x (Y s > 0). Since f is nondecreasing, the proof is complete. 2
Diffusions
In this subsection, we focus on the case when the CB-process is a diffusion.
First observe that if Z has continuous paths, then by Lamperti's time-change, it is also the case of the associated Lévy process, so that the branching mechanism must be of the form ψ(λ) = σλ 2 /2 − rλ. Using again Lamperti's time-change C t := t 0 Z s ds and its right-inverse γ, X := Z •γ is a (killed) Lévy process with continuous paths, namely X t = √ σβ t + rt, where β is a standard Brownian motion. As a consequence, X(C t ) − rC t is a local martingale with increasing process σC t , or equivalently, Z t −r t 0 Z s ds is a local martingale with increasing process σ t 0 Z s ds. This entails
where B is a standard Brownian motion. Such diffusions are generally called Feller diffusions (eventhough this term is sometimes exclusive to the case r = 0), and when r = 0 and σ = 4, squared Bessel processes with dimension 0. Feller diffusions were introduced in (14), where they were proved to be limits of rescaled BGW processes. Such a convergence was also studied in (28) for critical BGW processes conditioned to be never extinct, and the limit was found to be a squared Bessel process with dimension 4. But as a special case of Theorem 4.1, this process is also known (35, Theorem 1) to be the critical Feller diffusion (squared Bessel process with dimension 0) conditioned to be never extinct, suggesting that rescalings and conditionings commute. Also, let us mention that specializations to the critical Feller diffusion of Theorems 3.3 (conditional convergence of Z t /t to the exponential) and 4.2 (convergence of Z ↑ t /t to the sizebiased exponential) were proved in (13, Lemma 2.1). Generalized Feller diffusions modelling population dynamics with density-dependence (e.g. competitive interactions) are shown in (5) to have QSD's and a Q-process. More interestingly, it is proved in (5) that if competition intensity increases rapidly enough with population size, then the diffusion 'comes down from infinity' and has a unique QSD.
By elementary calculus, check that if r = 0, then for any t > 0, φ(t) = ϕ(t) = 2/σt, whereas if r = 0, φ(t) = −r −1 log(1 − 2r/σt) and ϕ(t) = (2r/σ)e rt /(e rt − 1).
The quasi-stationary distributions. Here we assume that r < 0 (subcritical case), so that ρ = −r > 0. Then from Theorem 3.1, for any γ ∈ (0, ρ], the Laplace transform of the QSD ν γ is
In particular, whenever γ < ρ, ν γ has infinite expectation, and it takes only elementary calculations to check that for any γ < ρ, ν γ has a density f γ given by
This can also be expressed as
where X is a random variable with law Beta(γ/ρ, 1 − γ/ρ).
Finally, for γ = ρ, the Laplace transform is easier to invert and provides the Yaglom distribution. The Yaglom r.v. Υ with distribution ν ρ is an exponential variable with parameter 2ρ/σ
The Q-process. Here we assume that r ≤ 0. From Theorem 4.1, the Q-process is a CBIprocess with branching mechanism ψ and immigration χ = ψ ′ − ρ.
Generally speaking a CBI(ψ, χ) has infinitesimal generator A whose action on the exponential functions x → e λ (x) := exp(−λx) is given by
This last expression stems directly from the definition of generator and the Laplace transforms of CBI-processes at fixed time given in the Preliminaries. In the present case, ψ(λ) = σλ 2 /2− rλ and χ(λ) = σλ, so that
which yields, for any twice differentiable function f ,
which can equivalently be read as
where Z ↑ stands for the Q-process. Note that the immigration can readily be seen in the additional deterministic term σdt. which is the size-biased Υ. But Υ is an exponential r.v. with parameter 2ρ/σ, so that
or equivalently,
where Υ 1 and Υ 2 are two independent copies of the Yaglom r.v. Υ.
Stable processes
In this subsection, we consider the case when X is a spectrally positive α-stable process 1 < α ≤ 2, that is a Lévy process with Laplace exponent ψ proportional to λ → λ α . In particular, ρ = 0 (critical case). Note that the associated Q-process was mentioned in (10, Corollary 1.5).
We show that the associated Q-process is the solution of a certain stochastic differential equation (SDE), which enlightens the immigration mechanism.
Theorem 5.2. The branching process with branching mechanism ψ is the unique solution in law to the following SDE
where X is a spectrally positive α-stable Lévy process with Laplace exponent ψ. Moreover the branching process conditioned to be never extinct is solution to
where σ is an (α − 1)-stable subordinator with Laplace exponent ψ ′ , independent of X.
Remark 1.
The comparison between (9) and (10) allows to see the jumps of the subordinator σ as some instantaneous immigration added to the initial CB(ψ) in order to obtain the Q-process, which is a CBI(ψ, ψ ′ ).
Remark 2. More generally, CB-processes and CBI-processes can be shown (Theorem 5.1 and equation (5.3) in (7)) to be strong solutions to two different classes of stochastic equations, both driven by Brownian motions and Poisson random measures (provided that the intensity of the Poisson measure corresponding to the immigration mechanism has finite first-order moment -which is not the case here). As in (9) and (10), the second class of equation differs from the first one by an independent additional term (a deterministic drift and a pure jump part) that can readily be identified as the immigration term.
Proof. The uniqueness in law of (9) follows from (43, Theorem 1). Whether or not uniqueness holds for (10) remains an open question.
We turn to the law P. By Lamperti's time-change,
where X is a spectrally positive Lévy process with Laplace exponent ψ, and C is the nondecreasing time-change C t = t 0 Z s ds. Now by Theorem 4.1 in (20) , there is a copy X ′ of X such that
which entails (9) .
We now show the result concerning P ↑ . First recall from Theorem 4.2 that Lamperti's timechange still holds between Q-processes and processes conditioned to stay positive. We will thus find a SDE satisfied by X under P ↑ and then conclude by time-change for P ↑ .
By marking the jumps of X under P ↑ , we split the point process of jumps into two independent point processes. We will then identify their laws and deduce the SDE satisfied by X.
Let (A t , U t ) be a Poisson point process in (0, ∞)×(0, 1) with characteristic measure Λ⊗λ, where λ stands for Lebesgue measure on (0, 1). The process (A t , t ≥ 0) is the point process of jumps of some process X with law P defined by In particular, ∆ and δ never jump simultaneously and ∆X t = A t = ∆ t + X −1/(α−1) t− δ t , t ≥ 0. For any nonnegative predictable F , nonnegative bivariate f vanishing on the diagonal, and x ≥ 0, we compute by optional projection the following expectation, after change of probability measure It is known that the first term in the r.h.s. converges a.s. as ε ↓ 0 to the value at time t, X ′ t of an α-stable Lévy process. By absolute continuity between P ↑ and P, the same holds for the quantity in the l.h.s. And the last quantity converges to , where σ is an (α − 1)-stable subordinator independent from X defined by σ t = s≤t δ s . Indeed,
